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Current project(s) - Explore the potential for using 
learning analytics at UCL 
•What datasets are you using?
• Hoping to obtain Moodle log data
•How are you using them?
• Investigate what information / patterns can be 
derived from the data that may help support students 
•What is the impact on your organisation?
• At present none, currently only preliminary 
investigatory work
•What are the issues and challenges for you?
• Understanding what we want to achieve
• Current data management practices 
• Obtaining buy-in
• No attendance monitoring at present
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Ideas for future research and collaboration possibilities
•What datasets would you like to use and why?
• Library access & loans  - develop a richer picture of student study patterns
• Attendance - develop a richer picture of student study patterns
• Lecture capture - develop a richer picture of student study patterns
•SITS – can we associate study patterns with outcomes?
•Lynda.com - develop a richer picture of student study patterns
•What questions would you like to be able to answer?
• Can we identify students who are trying too hard?
• Has anything changed in the students’ behaviour?
• Can we identify potential issues?
•What do you see as collaboration opportunities?
• Not sure
•What would help you?
• Discussing approaches with other institutions that are not focused on 
retention for their learning analytics
